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TOMORROW
I AM JAIPURIA

I AM

LEARNING
NON STOP
I AM A LIFELONG LEARNER

I AM

UNSTOPPABLE
Welcome to Jaipuria School - A playground of
non-stop learning that nurtures children to be
their best wherever they are. As a legacy of
growth and change we are learning continuously
to help your child learn - whether offline, online
or Hybrid. Nothing can stop us, and we make
sure that nothing will stop your child too.

I AM

29 YEARS OF
INNOVATION
An inclusive, inquiry-based
that is inspired with NEP 2020
guidelines of the Government making
us the most positive educators in the
country.
At Jaipuria we are committed to
provide access to highest quality
educators in India focused on 21st
century skills.

I AM
Curious

Thoughtful

Compassionate

Problem
Solver

Making
Decisions

Creative

Passionate for
Excellence

Continuous
teacher training

Experiential
education

Project based
learning

Interdisciplinary
approach

Structured
lesson planning

Student-led
classrooms

Holistic
assessment

Peer
learning

Most progressive
Pre-K curriculum

Best of
technology

Value-based
education

Inclusive

Hybrid learning

Skill based
learning

International
immersion

At Jaipuria, Learning is not confined to books, or even a physical
classroom. To ignite curiosity and inspire minds to learn, we use

I AM

innovative tools that brings the best of learning from the world
to our children.

INFINITE
LEARNING

3000 videos
created
for learning

Online and regular
assessments with the help
of dedicated ERP & online tools

Rich database of
e-content for subject
understanding

Bringing excellence to your child
S.P.I.C.E

Value of the Month

AIL

The core of value education (S.P.I.C.E) is
encouraged in students using
experiential learning, collaboration
and creativity.

Art Integrated Learning Project - Art Integrated
Learning as pedagogy at school level providing
an open creative and learning space without
the fear of judgment.

AIL

Focus of the Month

IDEAL

An all-inclusive list of activities
compiled together providing student's
with opportunities and support to
develop metacognitive and criticalthinking skills about the subject.

Inter Disciplinary Enrichment Activity for
Learning - IDEAL is a modern approach based
on developing the 21st century learning skills
about varied topics.

Exam Ready

Upskill

A two phased student compatible
initiative, assisting board class aspirants
across multiple schools answering
doubts and conducting examination
to prepare students.

Regular training sessions are organized to
empower teachers and enhance their skills.
We conduct our annually centralized, subject
speciﬁc, refresher teachers' training programme
'Upskill training - Scale up your skills'.

SDG's
Sustainable Education for Sustainable Development
Development (ESD) empowers learners of all ages with
Goals

the knowledge, skills, values and
attitudes to address the interconnected
global challenges we are facing,
including climate change, environmental
degradation, loss of biodiversity, poverty
and inequality.

Helpline
Making sure that our SME's are available to
take up queries from our teachers across all
campuses, related to the content and its
delivery in the classroom to smoothen
the process of implementa on.

It prepares students and learners of all
ages to find solutions for the challenges
of today and the future.
Scan QR code
for Play Video

I AM

RESOLUTE.
I AM RESILIENT.

GATE ENTRY

Mandatory
masks

Arogya Setu
checking

CAFETERIA AND MESS

Shoe & hand
sanitisation

Sanitisation
twice a day

All packaged
items sanitised
carefully

Kitchen area
sanitised
once a day

SPORTS
Thermal
check

Strict checkup of
of all visitors for
Vaccination

Sports items
and indoor
spaces
sanitised
everyday

CLASSROOMS

Classes
sanitised
twice a day

Strict
adherence
to social
distancing
norms

Occupancy
as per Govt.
norms

Paperless
submissions
and
e-readings

SAFETY PROTOCOLS FOR ALL

Regular awareness
and sensitisation
sessions for
staff and faculty

Tie-up with top
of hospitals

LIBRARY

Sanitisation
everyday

Fixed seats
for students

Adherence
to social
distancing

Sanitisation
of reception
and all other
areas

Counseling sessions
for Mental and
emotional wellbeing

Faculty and
staff follows
all safety
protocols

Fully Vaccinated
Staff

Returned books
to be disinfected

Scan QR code
for Watch Video

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRINCIPAL
MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
OPENING MINDS FOR
NEW POSSIBILITIES
Bhagat Singh Baghel
Chairman
Seth M.R. Jaipuria School, Greater Noida West

The future of our world is in our hands. As we raise
future leaders, sportstars, artists, thinkers and
innovators, we must remember that we are living in a
global world that is changing constantly.
Conventional learning can no longer build our
foundation, new ideas alone can shape a new
tomorrow. At the forefront of transforming education
in new India, we, at Jaipuria School look at education
beyond textbooks and exams. We believe in
integrated, holistic education that opens minds,
nurtures skills, cultivates values and unleashes every
child's potential.
I welcome you to join us in this journey. I am sure this
will be as enriching and rewarding for you as it is for
us.

MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR
RAISING LEARNERS
FOR A NEW WORLD
Every child is a unique gift of talent and dreams. It is for us to
help him/her to discover and unleash them. At Jaipuria
School, we mould each child to be the best. Our children learn
and grow at their own pace in a warm, enabling environment
that supports them at every step.
Jaipuria's integrated approach focuses on physical health,
emotional well-being as well as intellectual growth. Cultivating
values like sharing, empathy, responsibility is as important as
performance in school tasks. Above all, we make sure that
children enjoy each day and come back curious to know more.
We see ourselves as not just a school but as a platform where
children find world's best resources to become good humans
who contribute to the nation as well as the world.
I invite you to discover this new way of learning and growing at
Jaipuria.

Ms. Prachi Baghel
Director
Seth M.R. Jaipuria School, Greater Noida West

TRANSFORMING
EDUCATION IN
GREATER NOIDA

ABOUT
SETH M. R. JAIPURIA SCHOOL,
GREATER NOIDA WEST

Greater Noida is a planned city located in Gautam Budh

building of character & skills, and defining a

Nagar district of the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh.The

person's life. At Jaipuria, we understand that the

city was created as an extension to Noida area under

years that a student spends with us would

the UP Industrial Area Development Act, 1976.

'shape or break' that individual, so there is great

Greater Noida West, previously known as Noida

power and greater responsibility in the hands of

extension, is a part of Greater Noida and consists of 16

the school. The purpose of Seth M. R. Jaipuria

villages: Khairpur Gurjar, Shahberi, Devla, Patwari,

School, Greater Noida West is to prepare a new

Ghanghola, Bisrakh, Roza-Yakubpur, Haibatpur, Itaida,

generation of responsible social leaders that will

Patwari, Aminabad, Asadallapur, Maincha and

help the world at large, be proactive to meet the

Chipyana Buzurg. All sectors under Noida Extension

global challenges of the 21st century and

(Sector 1 to 4) are a part of the Greater Noida

surpass beyond the realms of the ordinary. The

Authority.

entire value system of the school is driven

Greater Noida is being developed as Metro centre
providing for quality urban environment, to attract
economic activities and population to decongest Delhi.

An academic institute should stand for dreams,

Seth M. R. Jaipuria School, Greater Noida West
A Venture of Bhawna Group

around innovation, creativity and
entrepreneurship. The underlying context is
always that there should be a desire for
excellence, zeal to go beyond the regular, and
provide for growth and development of
individuals and societies in the coming future.
We welcome you to experience this magnificence
in your city!

I AM

LEARNING
AT MY PACE

I AM A SELF-LEARNER
I think. I do.

I learn. I imbibe.

I think freely.
I make it happen.

I am open to new ideas.
I use my learning to become my best.

I reflect. I choose.

I innovate. I lead.

I introspect and weigh the options.
I choose what is best for me.

I think new.
I lead the new.

Jaipurians are self-learners who are guided
to explore new ideas at their own pace.
They are independent thinkers who grow
up with joy, confidence and a lifelong love
for learning.

Holistic subjects

Worksheets

Specially designed courses on
subjects such as Human Unity.

Designed to inspire thinking
rather than memorization.

Group Discussions

Projects

Enhancing listening, speaking
and exchange of ideas.

Learning with hands-on
experience.

Inquiry Based Learning
Developing openness and curiosity.

I AM

PROGRESSIVE
LEARNING
Jaipuria's integrated learning approach is
delivered by a well-planned curriculum. Curated
by experts, our 21st Century skills based books
have been specially put together in-house,
keeping the needs of learners in mind.

46 SETS
20,000+
1,00,000

of Curriculum Superstructure
across all classes and subjects
Teaching Learning
Material
Skill based Interactive
worksheets
collated in 50+ workbooks

50+
80+
15,000

Manuals, curated
for effective learning

Academic Planners
Daily
Lesson Plans

At Jaipuria, we bring together experts from across India. They are passionate and rigorously trained in

I AM

GUIDED BY
PASSIONATE
EXPERTS

pedagogy as well as technology to help your child. . To keep themselves updated and ready for new
possibilities in education, our teachers go through intensive training every year.

Jaipuria Educational
Leadership Programme
JELP- For orientation and
induction of new leaders

JAIP
Jaipuria Annual
Induction programme

Trainings - Every Year two major
trainings are planned
Induction Training before the academic session
Upskill - Centralized refresher subject specific
training by external industry experts

Training manuals are created and shared for all training modules
Support teaching material
Videos, PPTs, workbooks and
worksheets mapped with lesson-plans
along with extra teaching support.

Centralized academic
annual calendar mapped
along with lesson plans.

Centralized question paper for
all the assessments
(PA1, HYA, PA2 and Session end)

Teacher Eligibility assessments
to conduct regular teacher
assessments.

Helpline organized by
Subject Matter experts to
bridge the gap in learning.

Curriculum Superstructure
Yearly plan for teachers to prepare
content and process for delivery in
the classroom.

Lesson Plans
Over 12,000 lesson plans from Nursery
to Grade 12 with constant review and
updating of lesson plans.

GUIDANCE FOR CO-CURRICULAR &
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
46 IN-HOUSE BOOKS FOR
PRE-PRIMARY LEVELS
GUIDELINES FOR SCHOOL OPERATIONS,
DISCIPLINE & TEACHING PROSPECTUS
COMPETITIONS AND WEBINARS FOR TEACHERS

Pedagogical Profiles
Summary sheet and set of
lesson plans for each subject
in every grade.

Learning Goals
Curriculum is designed such that
lessons are taught with an aim to
achieve higher order of thinking.
Scan QR code
for Play Video

I AM

BETTER
NURTURED
Learners are unique and their academic and emotional
needs are unique too. Our value-based education and
supportive ecosystem help them gain skills, grow strong
and become confident.

Value-based
learning

Emotional
wellbeing

Healthy studentteacher ratio

Holistic
assessment

Counseling
support

Training on
Life skills

I AM

READY TO
EXCEL
Young Jaipurians explore
new opportunities and
groom themselves for a life
of success. They are
enabled with expert
guidance and an open
platform to achieve their
goals.

Online guidance session by
CBSE experts for Board students

Centralized Pre-boards – To ensure thorough
exam preparation for 10th and 12th students

FUTURE READY WITH
NEW AGE SKILLS

Critical
thinking

Decision
Making

Initiative

Creativity

Media literacy

Productivity

Collaboration

Technology
literacy

Social skills

Communication

Flexibility

Leadership

JOSH- Jaipuria Open Scholar HuntAn opportunity for every student to shine
OPEN SCHOLARSHIP
2021

Career guidance and counseling sessions –
Sessions with experts to help students
plan for their future

I AM

CONNECTED
Change is good but can bring its own set of challenges. At Jaipuria, we partner with
parents to navigate change and prepare for the next with confidence.

Parent connect
through
continuous
activities are
planned
throughout the
year to involve
parents in the
teachinglearning process
in the school.

Parent
orientation

Regular
PTMs

Regular calling
support for
feedback.

Parent forums
for greater
participation
and inputs.

Parent Ambassador
Programme, where
parents are honoured
at school for any
good initiative they
have done for the
school or the
community.

I AM

ENRICHED
BY 40 +
ACTIVITIES

I AM

EXPRESSING MYSELF
MY TALENT
At Jaipuria, everyday is a celebration of new potentials
and new possibilities. Whether in school or online, we
continue to offer children a stage to be their best.
34+Schools

|

80+Competitions

1500+Participants

|

50+Eminent Judges

Summer leap
30+ schools | Infinite opportunities

School
Connect
Life Skills

Mind
Connect
Daily

Knowledge
Connect
Online

Tech
Connect
Association

classes

puzzles,

workshops

with

and

Sudoku

by eminent

renowned

activities

and

personalities

brands to

conducted

Word of

on various

make

by the

the day.

topics.

online

teachers.

learning
more
interesting.

PINNACLE
INTER JAIPURIA SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP

JAIPURIA CULTURAL FEST

2021

I AM

29 YEARS
OF CHANGE

2020

BAREILLY

learning, growing and leading change with

JAGDISHPUR

2018

BARWANI

GORAKHPUR
(GIDA CAMPUS)

LUCKNOW
(SITAPUR
ROAD)

2015

2016

BARABANKI
PATNA
VARANASI (PARAO)
FAIZABAD

LUCKNOW
(FAIZABAD ROAD)
HARDOI
SULTANPUR

RASRA
KANPUR
(AZAD NAGAR)

AZAMGARH

1992
2014

PRAYAGRAJ

PRATAPGARH

new capacities for tomorrow.

LUCKNOW
(GOMTI
NAGAR)

MUZAFFARPUR

2019

29 years across 42+ schools and 25000 +
students, the House of Jaipuria is

MAHMUDABAD

2017

BAHRAICH
VARANASI
(BABATPUR)
FATEHPUR
LUCKNOW
(KANPUR ROAD)

LUCKNOW
(RAJAJIPURAM)
GONDA
BALLIA
LAKHIMPUR KHERI
SHAHJAHANPUR
ORAI

LUCKNOW
(KURSI ROAD)
PADRAUNA
KANPUR
(NARAMAU CAMPUS)

• ‘A' GRADE ACCREDITATION BY NAAC (UGC)
• NBA ACCREDITED PGDM PROGRAMS
• AIU RECOGNIZED, PGDM AS EQUIVALENT TO
MBA
• RANKED AMONGST TOP B-SCHOOLS IN THE
COUNTRY BY NHRDN, GOVT. OF INDIA

1945
1995
2004
2006
2010

KOLKATA
LUCKNOW
NOIDA
JAIPUR
INDORE

• *RANKED 2ND IN UP (EDUCATION WORLD, 2018)
• ADJUDGED BEST SCHOOL IN THE WORLD (FINNISH
NATIONAL BOARD OF EDUCATION)
• FIRST INDIAN SCHOOL TO BE FEATURED BY GGSC,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
• BEST SCHOOL FOR INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION TO
STUDENTS(EDUCATION TODAY, 2018)
*Under Co-ed Day School Category

I AM

K12 SCHOOL CHAIN OF
THE YEAR - NORTH

BEST IN ONGOING
TEACHER ENHANCEMENT

BEST IN ONGOING
TEACHER ENHANCEMENT

FRANCHISOR OF
THE YEAR - K12

FRANCHISOR OF
THE YEAR K12

EDUPRENEUR
OF THE YEAR

EDUCATION ICON
OF THE YEAR

(Franchise India)

(Franchise India)

(Scoonews Awards)

(BW Education Awards)

(Franchise Awards)

(ELETS Awards)

(Education Today Awards)

TOP 50 SCHOOLS
IN INDIA

MOST PREFERRED
SCHOOL CHAIN

SCHOOL CHAIN
OF THE YEAR (ELETS)

SCHOOL CHAIN OF THE YEAR
(JURY’S CHOICE) SCOONEWS

(Fortune Magazine)

(12th ASSOCHAM National
Education Summit)

(World Education Summit 2019)

(Global Educators Awards 2019)

A WINNER
Accolades & Collaborations

First Indian School to be
featured by GGSC,
University of California,
Berkeley.

Teachers Without Borders
connects teachers to
information and each other
in order to make a
difference in their
communities - on a global
scale.

Ranked 2nd in UP
(Education World, 2018* )

*Under Co-ed Day School Category.

I AM

A NEWSMAKER

• Five passport size photographs of the ward and five each of the
parents.

ADMISSION PROCESS
ELIGIBILITY:
• Admissions are open from Nursery to Class VI for session 20222023. Minimum Age required as on 31st March 2019 for each
class admission is as stated below.
Grade

Age

Grade

Age

•

Nursery

2+

•

V

9+

•

LKG

3+

•

VI

10+

•

UKG

4+

•

VII

11+

•

I

5+

•

VIII

12+

•

II

6+

•

IX

13+

•

III

7+

•

IV

8+

•

X

14+

• There is a written assessment for children along with an
interaction with parents for Grade I upwards. For pre-primary
admissions, an informal interaction of parents along with the
child on the date as mentioned on child's admit card is
mandatory.
• Date of assessment/ interaction and further details would be
shared at the time of registration.
• No change of date will be entertained. However, the school
authorities reserve the right to change the date and time of
interaction if need be.
• Parents are requested to bring the Immunization chart and
original Birth Certificate of the child issued by the Municipal
Corporation along with self-attested photocopies of the same
during the admission process. No change in the date of birth will
be entertained once the admission is done.
TRANSFER CERTIFICATES
• Students who are under transfer from schools (including from
outside U.P.) must have their Transfer Certificates countersigned by the Inspector of Schools/ relevant Officer of the state
concerned.

REQUISITE ADMISSION FORM
•

•

It is mandatory for all admissions upwards of (including) Grade 3
a certificate from the head of the school where the student
is/was studying until most recently, will have to be produced for
admission finalization.
The Original copy of the Birth Certificate and other Government
approved documents (such as AADHAR, Passport, etc) must be
produced for verification as and when required.

• Application for admission should be given in the appropriate
form.

• The fee is to be paid in the School Office divided into four equal
quarters, maximum in twelve installments, before the end of the
academic session. Fee once paid is not refundable.

• A student who fails twice in the same class will have to be
withdrawn from the School.

• Payment of fee by DD / Cheque shall be accepted up to the 10th
of every installment in which payments falls due.
• Cheques / DD should be drawn in favour of Seth M. R. Jaipuria
School, Greater Noida West- REVENUE A/C, payable at Greater
Noida.
• Fees is payable till the 10th of the month in which the
installment of fees becomes due.
• Late fees can be paid along with a fine of Rs. 100/- (Rupees One
Hundred only) on or before the 25th of the same month.
• Further fine of Rs. 100/- (Rupees One Hundred only) per week is
applicable from 25th onwards.

ADMISSION FEE

• If the fee remains unpaid for two consecutive months after the
due date, the name of student will be struck off the rolls

• Prospectus and Registration form can be obtained from the
school office by paying the requisite registration fee and
completed registration form needs to be deposited at the school
office within the stipulated time. The said registration fee shall
be non-refundable.
RULES FOR ADMISSION
• The application for admission must be done on the appropriate
form. The school reserves the right to evaluate the child in any or
all subjects.
• The school reserves the right to select or reject any application.
The decision of the school authorities is final as far as granting /
refusal of admission is concerned.
• Parents are requested to give an advance notice of at least a
month for the withdrawal of their wards. Kindly note, a fee
equivalent to the tuition fee of one month shall be charged for
issuing the transfer certificate in lieu of the above.
• Full quarters' school fees are chargeable for any withdrawal in the
middle of that particular quarter.

DOCUMENTS
Documents required for admission are:

•

• Copy of previous schools’ Transfer Certificate/ any other
documents

• Detention rules applicable as per direction of the Board.

• The school reserves the right to interact with children, along with
their parents, if necessary after entrance test(s).

• Transfer of admission to any other Jaipuria School is a matter of
preference and not guaranteed. Paid fees, including one time
charges, is not transferable from one branch to another and
management reserves rights of admission.

• A photocopy of the date of birth certificate of their wards issued
by a competent authority at the time of admission. Please carry
the original also for verification

PAYMENT OF FEES

Seats will be reserved for the weaker sections of the society as per
the Government RTE Act in Nursery section, subject to and in
compliance with the State Government Orders when received.

• In case supporting documents are found to be inadequate, the
school management reserves the right to withdraw / cancel the
admission.

COURSE STRUCTURE
ACADEMICS
• The medium of instruction is ENGLISH and the school provides
education to both boys and girls within a span of 14 years divided
as under:
Nursery, Class LKG and UKG

:

Primary School

Class I to V

:

Junior School

Class VI to VIII

:

Middle School

Class IX to XII

:

Senior School

The subjects taught at the school shall be:
• English, Hindi, Social Studies, Mathematics, Science, General
Knowledge, Environmental Science.
For Senior Secondary:

• If any student whose name is struck off the rolls seeks readmission, he/she will be charged a re-admission fee equivalent
to the Admission fee of that particular academic session,
provided re-admission is permissible and sanctioned by the
Principal.

• Commerce: Business Studies, Accounts, Economics, English
(Optional- Hindi, Physical Education).

• If any collection charges are levied, the same would be payable by
the parents / guardians.

• Humanities: History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology,
Music, Dance, (Optional- Hindi, Physical Education).

• Detailed fee structure would be shared with parents only after
registration of their wards for the admission process.
CALENDAR
• Annual examinations are held in March.
• Cumulative assessment of the whole year is considered for the
child's promotion into the next class.

• Science: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics , Computer
Science, English.

• Art, Music (Western & Classical) & Dance.
• Yoga and meditation are an integral part of the school
curriculum.
• The students will also be exposed to innovative pedagogy using
e-learning, videos, and other latest technologies.
• The School curriculum is based on CBSE.

I AM
HERE.
WHAT ABOUT YOU?

